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What a Dealt

Lesson 1 Write a Plan

Write the facts that will be useful.

Explain or show how you will solve the problem.

Justin, Gino, Kim, and Melissa are planning to
go to an amusement park. The normal admission
price is $23.95 each, but on Wednesdays the
bargain pnce is $18 80 each If the group of
friends goes to the paik on a Wednesday, how
much in all will their tickets cost?

Write a plan

Step 1

to solve the problem.

Write in your own words what you need to find out.



Be careful where you

place the decimals.

Choose the Operation

Try choosing the operation to solve the problem.

Multiply and divide the numbers in the

problem. Look at both solutions. Read the

problem again. Check which solution is

reasonable. If the tickets are $18.80 each,

how much will 4 of them cost?

1. If you multiply, what answer do you get? 2. If you divide, what answer do you get?

$18.80 4WiiãO

x 4

3. Read the problem again. Does the answer make more sense

when you multiply or when you divide? How do you know?

4. Can you solve the problem by adding? Explain how it might

be done.

5. How much would 4 tickets cost at the regular price of $23.95

each? How much do the friends save in all by going to the

amusement park on a Wednesday?

Chaosng the Operafion: Mixed Operations ii



Practice

Here are three practice problems for you

eUiCkmsolve I

Kim’s lunch in the amusement park cost

$6.14 If Justifl, Gino, and Melissa

ordered the same thing, how much did

4 lunch°5 cost?

Quick-Solve 2
Gino bounht AiSflOWC

and his friends e

ones for himself

$1.45 each. How much
cones

in all?
did Gino pay

7

QuickS0lM 3

To play Laser Tag in the amusement

park, Gino, Kim, Melissa, and Justin

had to pay $3.95 each. They were also

1oined by 2 other triends. How much did

6 tickets cost?

AongStrategies

I
I 1



Use What You Know

At the amusement park, there is a recording

studio where you can make your own audio

cassette or video tape. Justin and Gino decide

to sing a country song on a video. If they share

the cost equally, how much will each of them

pay for one video?

Multiply and divide the numbers in the

problém.Try to decide which solution

is r6asonable.

1. If you multiply, what answer do you get?

$15.98

>< 2

2. If you divide, what answer do you get?

2) $15 98

3. Read the problem

when you multiply

again. Does the answer make more sense

or when you divide? How do you know?

4
-

4. What t Justin and Gino each want a copy of the video tape?

How much would it cost for one video and one copy? If they

share the cost equally, what will each of them pay?

choosing Ihe Operation: Mixed Operations

/
-p

You’re the

Audio Cassette

Extra Copy

Video Tape

Extra Copy

Star!
$10.98

$6.50

$15.98

$10.50



Lesson 2 Wrllte a Plan

to solve the problem.

Write in your own words what you need to find out.

Write the facts that will be useful.

Cosby Music Store is having a sale on

CDs. Everything in the store is 30% off!

Gail’s favorite CD is usually $15.99.

How much can she save by buying it

during the sale?

Write a plan

Step 1

2

Step 3 Explain or show how you will solve the problem /7

Writing a Pian: Percent



Choose the Operation

Try choosing the operation to solve the problem.

Multiply and divide the numbers in the problem

Will 30% of $1599 be greater than or less than

$15 997 How much can Gail save by buying the

CDdunngthes&e

_

1. If you multiply, what answer do you get? 2. If you divide, what answer do you get?

$15.99

>( .30

3. Read the problem again. Is 30% of $15.99 greaterthan or less

than $15.99?

4. Does the answer make more sense when you multiply or when

you divide? How much can Gail save? Round the answer to the

nearest cent. Explain.

r •ii Ceentt

(dimae)

5. You have found the amount that Gail can save. Now find how

much she will pay for the CD at the sale price. Explain or show

how you solve the problem.

Choosing the Operation: Percent



Practice •n

Here are three pracUce problems for you.

qtuckS0h1 I

A camera store iS paving a 50% off

sale. H the regular price ot a camera is

$172.80 what is the saie price?

, i_ — *

3

Susan finds a camera bag that usualY

costs $35.20. She gets it during the sale

or 750/0 of that price. What did she pay

for the camera bag?

• Applying Strategies

Quick5oftjre 2
The camera store is also selling
picture frames for 40% off. Emil buys
a frame that usually costs $22.00.
How much can he save by buying it
during the sale?



Use What You Know

1. If you multiply, what answer do you get?

k you need help, look

back to pages 8 and 9.

2. If you divide, what answer do you get?

$352.30

)< .65

3. Read the problem again. Is the original price of the washing

machine greater than or less than $352.30?

4. Does the answer make more sense when you multiply or when

you divide? What was the original price of the washing

machine? Explain how you know.

5. Miss Hill also bought a dryer during the sale. She paid $280.00

plus tax. The sales tax was 8%. How much tax did she pay?

Hint: 8% = 0.08.

Choosing the Operation: Percent

Miss Hill paid $352.30 for a washing

machine during a sale. She got it for

65% of the original price. What was the

original price of the washing machine?



Lesson 3 Solve Multi-Step Problems
You know how to choose the operation to solve problems.

Now try solving a multi-step problem.

1. Ii Evan orders the magazine for 1 year,

what is the cost for each magazine?

2. If Evan orders the magazine for 2 years,

what is the cost for each magazine?

1 year:

3. Find the difference between the cost

per magazine for 1 year and the cost per
magazine for 2 years. How much will

Evan save per magazine?

4. The store price for the magazine is $2.95 for

each monthly issue. How much can Evan

save on 12 issues if he places a 1-year order
instead of paying the store price?

a SoMng Multi-Step Problems: Mixed Operations

Heather and Keiko are selling magazines for a

school project. They tell Evan that he can save

money by getting his favorite car magazine for two
years. How much will Evan save per magazine at

the 2-year price instead of the 1-year price?

Cars, Cars, Cars

12 issues $12.84

2 years: 24 issues $19.92



Practice Q®Q;

Here are three practice problems for you.

I ‘ Qukk_S01’ 1

\Niw\am’s favorite socks cost $3.69 a

pair. They also come in packages of

3 pairs for $10.00. How much can

William save on 3 pairS of socks by

buying the package?

3

Otto, Neil and Tara want to go to a

$17.50 per ticket.

concert that costs
saved $50.00. How

TogethertV have
do they need?

much more money
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Quick-Solve 2
Tiffany is saving money to buy a

pair of ice skates which cost $76.46.

She has already saved $32.71. If she

saves $6.25 each week, in how many

weeks will she have enough money to

buy the skates?

Applying Strategies



2. How much does Mr. Garza still owe after the down payment?

3. After the down payment, Mr. Garza makes 5 equal monthly

payments. How much is each payment?

4. What if Mr. Garza pays 25% down on the computer?

How much less would his monthly payments be then?

Jr

Use What You Know

Now try solving multi-step problems that involve percent.

Mr. Garza buys a computer for $1,850.00. He gets

a special deal with no interest for 6 months. He

pays 15% down and plans to pay off the computer

in s mdnth. If he makes 5 equal monthly*”

payments, how much will each payment be?

1. How much is the down payment?

5. Mr. Garza sees a sign on a printer that says,

“Regular price $288.00. Special sale 20% off.”

What is the sale price of the printer?

Salving Multi-Step Problems: Percent



Lesson 4 Solve fit Your Way

Read each problem and decide how you wiH find the solufion

You may want to choose

one of these strategies for

each problem.

I

Choose the Operation

Solve Multi-Step Problems

----.-“:-

1. A nylon dog leash costs $12.79. A leather

leash the same length costs $23.99.

How much will you save by buying the

nylon leash?

2. Karen buys a dog house for $152.10. She

also buys a dog heater for $45.90. The

sales tax is 6%. How much does she pay

in all? Hint: 6% = 0.06.

3. A dog bed is regularly priced at $38.20.

How much can you save with a 20% off

coupon? What would be the price of the

dog bed with the coupon?

4. Suppose you feed your dog two cans of

dog food each day. One can of dog food

costs $0.89. How much will you spend on

dog food each week?

5. A box of 24 dog bones costs $6.48. A bag 6. Carl buys 2 pet toys that cost $3.65 each

of 56 dog bones costs $13.44. Which is and a dog door for $19.70. Tax on his

the better buy? How do you know? purchase is 8%. What is his total bill?

Application: choosing a Strategy



Practice •Sêflfl9

Now write your own multi-step problems.

auiclcs01Ve 1

Ihe answer to a problem IS “$310.00

What might the question be? Write your

own problem to share with a friend. If

your friend does not get an answer of

$3i0.00 discuss how you might change

the problem or the solution to match.

1

QuicknSOture 3

The answer to a problem is “20% oW’

What might the ques’UOn be? Write your

own problem to share with a friend. If

your friend does not get an answer of

20% off, discuss how you might change

the problem or the soluUOfl to match.

Quick-Solve z
The answer to a problem is ‘5%:’ What
might the question be? Write your own
problem to share with a friend. If your
friend does not get an answer of 25%,
discuss how you might change the
problem or the solution to match.

1’

1’

1*

--
-

Applying Strntegies



WATERCOLORS MARKERS DRAWING PADS BRUSHES

10-tube set $23.90 each $1.90 9 )< 12 $5.80 4inch $0.60

12-tube set $28.92 set of 3 $5.50 12 x 18 $7.60 1-inch $0.72

1. Which is a better buy, a 10-tube set of watercolors or a

12-tube set? Explain

2. How much can you save if you buy the set of three markers

rather than buying each marker separately?

3. Suppose you have $50.00 to spend on art supplies. Decide

what to buy. Fill in the order form. Add your item totals, find the

tax amount, and add shipping to find the order total.

Review Show What You Know

Work in a small group. Suppose you are

placing an order for art supplies from

this advertisement,

—V.,.

Extension: cammuncating Mathematically



Practice enseø*ecs@e9

Now write your own multi-step problems.

QUICk_solve

1

) The answer to a problem 5 “$310.00?’

What might the question be? Write your

own problem to share with a friend. If‘ your friend does not get an answer of

$31 0.00, discuss how you might change

the problem or the solution to match.

I,

Quick-Soh,e 2
The answer to a problem is “25%;’ What
might the question be? Write your own
problem to share with a friend, If your
friend does not get an answer of 25%,
discuss how you might change the
problem or the solution to match.

QuIckSO1Ve 3

The answer to a problem S “20% oW’

What might the question be? Write your

own problem to share with a friend. If

your friend does not get an answer of

20% off, discuss how you might change

the problem or the solution to match.

I,

IL

*

:4ç

Apptying Strategies
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Révüew Show What You Know - - . - .

4

WATERCOLORS MARKERS DRAWING PADS BRUSHES

10-tube set $23.90 each $1.90 9 )< 12 $5.80 -k-inch $0.60

12-tube set $28.92 set of 3 $5.50 12 >< 18 $7.60 i--inch $0.72

1. Which is a better buy, a 10-tube set of watercolors or a

12-tube set? Explain

2. How much can you save if you buy the set of three markers

rather than buying each marker separately?

3. Suppose you have $50.00 to spend on art supplies. Decide

what to buy. Fill in the order form. Add your item totals, find the

tax amount, and add shipping to find the order total.

Work in a small group. Suppose you are

placing an order for art supplies from

this advertisement.

Extension: communicating Mathematically



Lesson 1

Sports Statsl

Write a Plan

gsa S E

Write a plan to solve the problem.

Step 1

Step 2

Write in your own words what you need to find out.

Write the facts that will be useful.

Writing a Plan: Analyzing Data

An Olympic swimmer’s goal is to swim

the 50-meter freestyle in 45 seconds.

The calendar shows her best time for

each day of swimming practice. Based on

the data her coach collected, will her time

be 45 seconds by the January 23 meet9

Step 3 Explain or show how you will solve the problem.



Make a Graph

Try making a bar graph to solve the problem.

60

55

Time in 50
Seconds

45

40

1. About how much did her time change

between Practice 2 and Practice 3?

3. By what amount of time does the

swimmers time decrease at each

practice? How much did her time

decrease over this period of time?

If her time decreases as much between

Practice 7 and the Meet as it did between

Practice 1 and Practice 3. will she reach

her 45-second goal? What if her time

decreases at the same rate as it did

between Practice 5 and Practice 7. Will

she meet her goal then?

Look at the swim times shown on the calendar. The times

shown are rounded to the nearest second. Draw the bars

on the graph to show the times for each practice session.

Then analyze the data. Based on the data, will her time be

45 seconds by the January 23 meet?

Practice Times for 50-meter Freestyle

Practice 1 Practice 2 Practice 3 Practice 4 Practice 5 Practice 6 Practice 7

2. About how much slower is her time at

Practice 7 than the 45-second goal?

4.

I -

Making a Graph: Ana’yzing Data



Practice

Here are three practice problems for you.

QuickS0lt

Julio wants to break the sixth grade

record for the joO-ya dash. Each

week he records his best time. For

the first six weeks, his best times

are 24 seconds, 22 secondS,

21 seconds, 20 seconds,

20 seconds and i seconds.

Make a bar graph of his times.

Between which two weeks did he

show the greatest improvemt’?

‘a,

I

Quick-Solve 2
Using the graph you made above, what
was the difference in JuIio’.s times
between Week 1 and Week 3? What
was the difference between Week 4
and Week 6?

• e s -s e • a t e i

Julio’s Times for 100-yard Dash
24

23

22

3

If the sixth grade record for the

ioo-yard dash is 17 seconds and Julio

continues to improve as much as he

did between Week 5 and Week 6, how

many more weeks will he need before

he can tie the school record?

Applying Strategies

I,)

C.)
;: c

21

20

19

18

17
1 2 3 4 5 6

Weeks

)



Use What You Know

The coach of the Yankees basebaN team

wants to give an award to the player whose

batting average has improved the most

over the past five years. Compare the

batting averages of Tino Martinez and

Luis Sojo. Who will receive the award?

Year Tine Martinez Luis Sojo

Year 1 .27 .17

Year 2 .26 .28

Year 3 .29 .29

Year 4 .29 .22

Year 5 .30 .31

4. Who will receive the award for the most improved batting

average? How do you know?

1 2

Use the data from the table to make a double bar graph of

each player’s batting averages. Be sure to follow the key for

each player. Then use the graph to answer the questions.

Batting Averages for Tino Martinez and LuisSojo

.30 -

Batting .25
Average

.20

.15 —

________________________________

Years

1. Between which two years did Tino’s batting average increase

the most? Between which two years did Luis’s average increase

the most?

2. During which two years were Tino’s averages closest?

During which two years were Luis’s averages closest?

3. What was the overall increase in batting average for the

five-year period for Tine? What was the increase for Luis?

3

Key

LiTino
D Luis

4 5

Making a Graph: Analyzing Dala



Write a plan to solve the problem

— r
Mean is the average of the numbers in

a set of data. Median is the middle number.

Mode is the number that oaurs-most often.

There may be more than one mode.

Step I Write in your own words what you need to find out.

Step 3

Write the facts that will be useful.

Lesson 2 Write a Plan

Suppose you found these -

statistics for the starting

players on your favorite

women’s basketball team.

What is the mean height?

What is the median height?

What height is the mode?

Wolverines Basketball Team

Player Position Height

Hobbs Forward 73 in.

King Forward 72 in.

Kruk Center 74 in.

Clark Guard 69 in.

Brown Guard 69 in.

Cash Guard 68 in.

Toore Forward 72 in.

Truman Center 74 in.

I Gaston I Guard I 69 in.

Step 2

Explain or show how you will solve the problem.

writing a Plan: Analyzing Data



Make a Graph

Try making a graph to solve the problem.

1. Complete the frequency graph. Look

at the list of heights for the players.

For each player, draw an X above her

height in the frequency graph.

Wolverines Basketball Team

Player Position Height

Hobbs Forward 73 in.

King Forward 72 in.

Kruk Center 74 in.

Clark Guard 69 in.

Brown Guard 69 in.

Cash Guard 68 in.

Toore Forward 72 in.

Truman Center 74 in.

Gaston Guard 69 in.

Wolverines Basketball Team

I

Players’ Heights in Inches

74 in.

2. Which height is the mode, or the height

that occurs most frequently?

4. Suppose the players lined up in order from

shortest to tallest. What is the median

height of the players, or the height of the

player who is standing in the middle of

the line?

Making a Graph: Analyzing Data

3. How many players are more than 6 feet

tall? How do you know?

5. Add the heights of each team member and

divide by the number of players. What is

the mean height? Is it the same as the

median height?

Use the list of heights to complete the

frequency graph below. What is the

mean height? What is the median

height? What height is the mode?

68 in. 69 in. 70 in. 71 in. 72 in. 73 in.



Practice

Here are three practice problems for you.

1

The ages ot the members ci

the comets basketbaI team

are: 29, 26, 27, 33, 25, 27,

23,25, 31, and 24. Make a

frequencY graph of the team

members’ ages. Which is the

mean age?

Quick-Soft,e 2
What is the mode (or modes) for the
team members’ ages? Remember,
there can be more than one mode in a
given set of data.

C S 8 S 0 E’ S S S 5

h

L
Ages of the Comets Players

I I I I I
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

I

I I I
31 32 33

auick-S0u103

\ wiiat s the median age cit the Comets

players? Is the median the same as

the mean?

Applying StrategEès



Use WhatYou Know

For a class trip, Teresa’s class went to a miniature

golf course. What was the mean, median, and mode

scores for the class?

A

Students’ Golf Scores

H I F
32 33 34

I --
--I

1. How many students played miniature golf?

How did you find the answer?

2. What is the mean score?

3. What is the mode of the golf scores? How

many students played this score?

4. Teresa scored a 38. Is her score the same

as the median score? How do you know?

Fill in the remaining scores on the

frequency graph. Then use the list of

scores to complete the graph Draw

an X for each score Use the graph

*io analyze the data.

Miniature Golf Scores

35 32 38 37 40 37 35

38 34 41 42 39 44 34

44 38 40 34 38 37 41

I I I I I I

Making a Graph: Analyzing Data



Lesson 3 Make an Organized List

You have made graphs to analyze data

Now try making an organized list to solve a problem.

1. List the snowboarders in order from fastest to slowest

times in the table below. Remember that the fastest

time is the lowest number.

Snowboarding Finalists

Place Name Time
(seconds)

1 st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

I 10th

Snowboarding Slalom

Name Time
(seconds)

Lopez 54.29

Loveless 51.83

Esposito 51.77

Wecker 55.53

McNeil 54.91

Clark 58.37

Shuwei 62.65

Perkins 59.93

Yong 64.21

Novak 70.11

2. Which snowboarder will win the first-place trophy?

3. The top three finalists will compete in the national competition.

What is the mean time of the top three finalists?

4. In order to qualify for the state competition next year, all snowboarders must

have a slalom time below the median time for this year’s competition. What

time must each snowboarder make in order to compete next year?

Hint: If there are two middle numbers, the median is the average of

the two numbers.

t 4

The judge at a sriowboarding competition records

the slalom times of the topien snowboarders who

complete the course. In which place did each

snowboardér finish?

Making an Organized List: Analyzing Data



Practice

Here are three practice problems for you.

The table shows the times for the top

five finishers in a 10-mile mountain

bike race. List the riders from fastest

to slowest.

QuiCkS0tC 1

The three riders with the fastest times

will race in the next round of the

compett0fl Who are they?

Quick-Solve 2
What rider’s time represents the
median time?

Qt*ickSot 3

Find the fastest and the slowest times

on your jist. What is the mean of these

two numbers? Is the mean greater than

or less than the median time for all

seven riders? Hint: convert each time

to minutes in order to find the mean

Rider RiderTime
(Hours: Mm.)

Brewer 1:34

Riley 1:22

Time
(Hours: Mm.)

Edgar 1:16

Worley 1:29

Ingram 1:29

Owens 1:19

Rankin 1:28

N

V

Applying Strategies



Use What You Know

The table shows the salaries of the pitchers on a major league

baseball team. What is the median salary of a pitcher on this

team? What salary represents the mode?

Salaries of Baseball
Pitchers

$2,675,000

$500,000

$750,000

$528,000

$1,500,000

$320,000

$130,000

$270,000

$320,000

Salaries of Baseball
Pitchers

1. What is the difference between the greatest and the least salary?

2. What is the median salary?

3. What salary is the mode?

________ _______—

4. Suppose the pitchers with the two highest salaries left the team. The two new

pitchers each earn $350,000. What is the median salary of pitchers on this

List the salaries in order from greatest to least to complete

the-table. Then analyze the data.

team now?

Making an Organized List: Analyzing Data



Lesson 4 Solve It Your Way

Read each problem and decide how you will find the solution.

a

Make a Graph

H Make an Organized List
-•a- --

1. The weights of each member of a school’s

wrestling team are 125, 215, 135, 103, 112,

153, 160, 189, 140, 245, and 174 pounds.

What is the median weight of the team

members? What is the mean weight of

the team?

2. In the first 6 games of the season, the

Thrashers soccer team made the following

scores against their opponents: 3 to 2, 4 to 1,

2 to 2, 7 to 5, 3 to 6, and ito 1. In which

game did the Thrashers win by the most

points?Who scored the most points in a

single game, the Thrashers or their opponents?

You may want to choose

one of these strategies for

each problem.

3. A group of 8 friends went bowling and recorded the

number of strikes they made: Nick—2, Nori—4,

Sue—3, Franz—4, Jake—2, Carla—6, Daniel—4,

Sylvia—S. What is the median number of strikes

the friends made? What is the mode for the

number of strikes?

4. In their last game of the season, the Lions

completed passes for the following

yards: 4, 12,7, 8,25,8, 14, 12,21,6.

Calculate the median, mode, and mean

the

Application: Choosing a Strategy
0

Make a graph or organized list here.



QuickaS0te 1

The answer to a problem Is “The mean is

75?’What might the questiofl be? Write

your own problem to share with a friend.

it your mend does not get a mean of 75,

disCUSs how you might change the

problem or the solution to match.

--

-

Quick-Solve z
; The answer to a r

is 100.” What migtlem
is ‘The difference

your on problem to sh
be? Write

your friend does not
with a friend. If

100, discus how
geta difference of

problem or ji0 soti:
mrght change the

n to match.

QuiCkS0ll 3

The answer to a problem is “The sum is

65?’ What might the question be? Write

your own problem to share with a friend.

If your friend does not get a sum of 65,

-:m discuss how you might change the

problem or the solution to match.

Appyinc Strategies

Practice Z;

Now write your own problems.

-

• .. TheRo]
V

-p 7--a
-

-a

l’1ountain Bike Sales 10-Speed Sales

Quarter of Year Bikes Sold Quarter of Year 10-Speeds Sold

1st Quarter 1st Quarter
50 75

Jan—Mar. Jan—Mar.

2nd Quarter 2nd Quarter
150 50

Apr—Jun. Apr—Jun.

3rd Quarter 3rd Quarter
75 60

JuI.—Sept. Jül.—Sept.

4th Quarter 4th Quarter
25 40

Oct.—Dec, Oct—Dec.

-‘c -‘SC



Review Show What You Know

Work in a small group. Conduct a survey of the classmates in

your group. Make a table showing the month in which each

student was born.

1. Make a table to show your data

Name Month Born

2. Make a frequency graph of your data. In which month(s)

were most students born? In other words, what month

represents the mode?

4. What month represents the median?

5. Draw a bar graph of your data. Is this a good way to show the

information? Why or why not?

3. In which month were the fewest students born?

Extension: communicating MathernaticaHy



1. Vicki and her sister want to buy their

favorite CD for $15.98. If they share the

cost, how much will each of them pay?

3. Seven runners trained for a benefit race.

They ran the following miles in the first

week of their training: 6, 3, 5, 4, 3, 8, 5.

What is the median number of miles they

ran? What number or numbers represent

the mode?

5. Grace wants to buy a pass at the skating

rink. She skates once a month and pays

$3.95 each time. A 6-month pass costs

$21.00. A pass for a year is $35.40.

How much will Grace save by buying the

year pass?

2. Chad bought a baseball bat on sale for

60% off the regular price. The regular

price was $28.80. How much money did

Chad save?

4. Yolanda bought her mother a flower

priced at $17.50. Sales tax was 8%.

was the total cost of the vase?

6. The distances for the top five record

holders in the high school women’s shot

put event were 40, 38, 34, 37, and 38 feet.

What is the mean distance?

Review Units 1—2 eo

Read each problem and decide how you will find the solution.

Choose the Operation
Solve Multi-Step Problems

b MakeaGraph:
Male an%ifl;.

4

vase

What

1”
e

cumulative Review: Applying Strategies



7. Over the past 10 years, new players have

joined the Fancy Feet Soccer League.

Eight new players joined the first year,

then 12, 19,7,22, 15, 24, 9, 20, and 17

the following years. Complete the bar

graph. The greatest increase in players

occurred between which two years?

10. Each year, Coach Davis buys special

colored shoelaces for the new players in

the league. He receives a 5% discount if

he buys 10 to 19 pairs of laces, and a

1O% discount if he buys 20 or more. If

the laces normally cost $1.20 per pair,

how much will Coach Davis pay for

laces in the year in which the most new

players joined?

cumulative Review: Applyifli:

8. The greatest decrease in players

occurred between which two years?

5 6 7 8 9 10
Year

9. What is the mean number of new players

joining the league each year?

11. Over the past 10 years, which discount

(10% off, 5% off, or no discount at all)

has Coach Davis received most often?

How do you know?

V


